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We do a lot of commuting in the course of our weeks. Between the 45-60min drives to and from school, 

various ministry locations around town, and innumerable errands we get to know the traffic patterns and 

routes both to take and avoid throughout Prague. However, Fall is the season when all of this knowledge and 

experience gets shucked out the window.  For reasons unbenounced to the peasantry of commuting citizens, 

the city kicks road construction projects into full-tilt at the commencement of the school year, tearing up main 

thoroughfares and creating bottle-necks and detours throughout the city of a thousand spires. What I can say 

about these projects however, is that it is near impossible to discern how long they will last. I sometimes 

observe a section of road being annihilated by diggers uncovering sewer mains 3 meters below the surface 

only to pass by the following day and find no evidence that anything in that place was amiss, each cobble and 

brick replaced perfectly levelled and fitted seamlessly back into fanciful herringbone or geometric patterns of 

the road. To watch coverall-attired road crews caked in dirt and grime, their jackhammers and shovels leaning 

against work trucks as they scramble around on their hands and knees, leaving intricate works of art in their 

wake is a thing of profound beauty. I can’t help but think there’s some glimpse of the kingdom of God in this 

old-world skill set.  

It’s been encouraging to our hearts to see our church-plant collaborating and fitting back together so 

seamlessly after the long COVID season. Our first in-person church service in the cultural center where we 

regularly meet was full of both our faithful core group as well as those who have attended sporadically in the 

past. Our core families have been eagerly planning a church retreat for the Spring, the first time we will 

organize such an activity. However, it doesn’t seem that Spring can come fast enough, so we’ve been 

planning to attend other weekend retreats and events together, as our church is so hungry for fellowship and 

growth. Please pray with us that this hunger would be a catalyst for both spiritual growth and that others 

would be attracted to the life of the Spirit so evident in our church family.  

I’m writing this update from Dubrovnik, Croatia where I’ve had several days of great meetings with other team 

leaders from throughout central and eastern Europe. It has been a blessed time as the Lord has given us an 

exceptional time of encouragement and building trust in one another as we labor and interface in our 

respective fields of ministry.  This has been the first time any of our team leaders have been able to gather 

together across European borders since our last meeting in 2019. These meetings connect our Czech 

Republic team to multiple other teams throughout our region and in addition to encouragement and 



accountability, provide a space to think strategically, learn from others, and help us see a bigger picture 

together.  

During our medical leave back in the U.S. this Summer we were affected by the spiritual needs of our beloved 

homeland. Cari and I were impressed upon to find a way to minister to our U.S. partners and provide some 

connection in our absence. We’ve also been desirous to develop and direct more intentionally some of the 

creative passions which have emerged in these past years on the mission field. We are aiming to create 

some helpful and encouraging content that can be viewed and shared. We are also working toward 

continuing with our advent writings in the upcoming season as we’ve had so much positive feedback and 

encouragement to continue those. Meanwhile, our website host is discontinuing business and we’ll need to 

create an all-new site and content on an alternative platform. We’ll be investing time and efforts into a more 

updated and current website this month. We’re really enjoying the process, but please pray for a multiplication 

of our time and energies toward our communication ministries amidst all of our other full schedule. 

 


